The ideal wireless control solution for any load-out operation. Placing the locomotive operator inside the load-out control room increases safety and operational efficiency throughout the entire trans-load process.

This load-out management solution combined with the MU&Go®plus+™ provides a transportable system that can be easily installed on any MU (Multi Unit) equipped locomotive in fifteen minutes or less. This is an ideal solution for many terminals that utilize leased locomotive power for their operation.

- Customizable for site specific configuration (rotary dumpers, car shakers etc.)
- HMI (Human Machine Interface) for real-time operational data
- Logic based “Permissive” and “Inhibit” safeguards
  - Restrict motion of the locomotive during the trans-load process
  - Audible/visible alert of locomotive movement
- Can be utilized with either the MU&Go®plus+™ transportable or TrainChief®plus+™ permanently installed locomotive remote control systems
- Allows for precise positioning of the cars from an optimum operational vantage point
- Portable OCU (Operator Control Unit) for mobile operations